
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 8 

Date:  25th June, 2022 

 

 

Match between: Blyth Snowtown v North Clare 

 

A1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 55 v North Clare 45 

North Clare started well with solid shooting by Robyn Coles and Stacey Mugge. Blyth Snowtown's 

Leah Edmunds had a tussle against Kristin Coles who read the ball well and gained possession from 

Blyth Snowtown’s errors and North Clare went into the first break leading by three. Blyth Snowtown 

were able to adjust to North Clare's pressure in the second quarter reducing their error rate to 

overcome North Clare and be up by eight at half time. Blyth Snowtown made changes at half time 

with Hayley Zweck coming to the bench and Maggie Hentschke changing from GA to GK which put 

North Clare’s goalies under pressure allowing Blyth Snowtown to increase their lead to 12 at three 

quarter time. Leah Edmunds produced a dominating game for Blyth Snowtown at GS with precision 

passing by Blyth Snowtown's mid courters. North Clare stepped up again in the last quarter and were 

able to close the gap to ten with strong mid court pressure from Kirsty Baum and Chelsea Panaho. 

 

A2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 35 v North Clare 43 

A strong start to the game with great passages of play down the court saw North Clare up by one at 

quarter time. North Clare's Zoe Pawelski and Phoebe Helbig had consistent and accurate shooting all 

game to keep increasing North Clare's lead. Blyth Snowtown’s Maddy Zweck and Alycia Zweck had 

great defensive pressure in the ring and forced many turn overs, which allowed for Blyth Snowtown 

to score but North Clare were too strong on the day taking the win by eight. 

 

B1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 46 v North Clare 55 

Both teams started well with North Clare leading the first quarter by three. Blyth Snowtown came 

back in the second quarter with good intercepts by Rachel Sanders and they came back to within a 

goal at half time. North Clare made changes with Jessica Lloyd coming into goals and driving solidly 

into the ring and shooting accurately. North Clare ending up winning the game by nine. 

 

B2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 58 v North Clare 45 

The first quarter saw a strong use of the ball by North Clare, with Yana Zanette finding Sophie 

McLennan with ease to have a three goal lead. Blyth Snowtown stepped up in the second quarter to 

close the gap to two goals. North Clare made some damaging changes in the third to take the court 

with a young group, which Blyth Snowtown capitalised on. Bernie Altmann passed beautifully into a 

strong Charlie Jacka, who shot twenty goals for the quarter. This gave Blyth Snowtown a twelve goal 

lead in to the fourth and despite the firing start by North Clare, Blyth Snowtown settled to maintain 

the lead to win, breaking North Clare's undefeated season. 

 

 

 



C1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 31 v North Clare 40 

Both teams started well but the accuracy of North Clare shooters gave them the lead at quarter time. 

Blyth Snowtown came out firing in the second quarter. Some great holds and movement by 

Kimberley Hoepner got the ball into Blyth Snowtown's circle and the margin was down to two at half 

time. Blyth Snowtown made some changes, but they however didn’t work in their favour. North Clare 

made the most of loose balls and turnovers. Blyth Snowtown kept composure and didn’t let North 

Clare run away with the game. 

 

C2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 23 v North Clare 37 

An even start to the game with North Clare slightly ahead by two at quarter time. Sophie Earle and 

Mikayla Mason were strong in attack and made some great long shots. Abby Elsworthy applied good 

pressure in the ring and took some strong intercepts. North Clare edged ahead further and steadied 

in the lead. Blyth Snowtown made changes throughout the game to try and catch back up, but North 

Clare were too strong in the end. 

 

15U 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 39 v North Clare 19 

A good start by both teams who came out firing, hungry for the win. Great decision making and body 

position by North Clare attackers made it difficult for Blyth Snowtown to gain turnovers. Although 

Blyth Snowtown gained an early lead in the second quarter, North Clare lifted with intensity and put 

lots of pressure over the ball forcing some unforced errors. Ruby Redden moved into C in the second 

half for North Clare placing lots of pressure in the midcourt and creating space and Paige Harrold had 

great confidence in the ring. Blyth Snowtown settled in the second half with strong drives and 

intercepts in midcourt by Greta Pratt and beautiful shooting and movement by Chloe Jamieson 

taking the win by 20 goals. Great clean game demonstrating lots of skills and improvement by both 

teams. 

 

J1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 52 v North Clare 28 

In a fast-paced game Blyth Snowtown got off to an early lead and never looked back. Skye Ebsary and 

Caitlin Hayes were combining well in goals for Blyth Snowtown to give them a 16 goal lead at half 

time. North Clare’s Tegan Kloock drove well into the ring all game and finished off with some great 

goals. North Clare’s defenders worked hard but Blyth Snowtown's mid court finished off the match 

strong with quick passing through the centre court and accurate conversion. 

 

J2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 14 v North Clare 15 

Blyth Snowtown started strong in the first quarter with strong ring work from Charlotte Muller and 

Mikayla Eime with the Cats finishing ahead in the first quarter. North Clare came back with strong 

defence in the second quarter from Mia Lynch and Zoe Lynch. A great game to watch as each team 

played equally good defence in the third and fourth quarters. Some great foot work and use of space 

by Addison Flynn saw some good turnovers in play by Blyth Snowtown. 

 

J3 

No Game 

 



J4 

North Clare started well scoring the first goal. Blyth Snowtown settled in and GA Taylee Clifford 

created turnovers all down the court. North Clare fought back in the second quarter in a high scoring 

match. Last quarter North Clare defenders Olive Hombsch and Lucy Honan played well and created 

turnovers for North. 

 

J5 

An amazing start from North Clare with great pressure and drive down the court, but the Cats fought 

back hard in the second quarter. Great defensive pressure from Allegra Prokopec who created many 

turnovers, but North Clare were unable to convert them to goals. Elsie Angus had great strength for 

Blyth Snowtown with many intercepts and feeding well into the ring.  A special to mention to Isla 

who 'didn’t wanna play GS' but her long bombs said otherwise . 

 

 

Match between: Eudunda Robertstown and Min Man 

  

A1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 47 v Min Man 46 

An even start with Saints taking the lead at the first break. Mackenzie Schoenberg and Jodie Allen 

got Min Man back into the game to also put them in front at half time. The third saw some strong 

takes in the ring by Kyla Newman to set up an exciting final quarter. With a lot on the line and bodies 

at the ball, Saints held on to win by one in the final seconds. 

 

A2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 41 v Min Man 42 

A very evenly contested first quarter by both teams with strong defence by Saint’s Mem Dunstan 

and Min Man’s Molly Ross. Saints capitalised on Olivia Schiller’s intercepts and rebounds in the 

second, taking the lead by 6. Changes by Min Man saw the lead narrow and only 2 the difference 

going into the fourth. Min Man lifted and took the win by 1 after a very evenly fought quarter. 

 

B1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 32 v Min Man 44 

The Saints started strong in defence taking an early lead. Min-Man fought back with great defensive 

pressure by Karen Palmer. Missed opportunities by the Saints saw Min Man take a 7-goal lead at 

quarter time. Min Man continued to put their foot down leaving the Saints with no answers in 

attack. Morghan Prior capitalised on Min Man’s missed shots. Min Man took a convincing lead going 

into the third quarter. Saints Lucy Eldredge had an immediate impact with direct feeds into the 

goalies and great drive down the court. Saints fought back, winning the second half of the match, 

but not enough to take the win. Min Man produced a dominant four quarter effort, which saw them 

take the win by 12 goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 24 v Min Man 43 

In the first quarter Saints opened the court up and made clear passes to their goalies, Min Man 

responded with similar play but rebounds by Amy Mepstead created opportunities leaving it even at 

the break.  The second quarter Min Man’s changes with Emma Koch in goals gave added confidence 

to Min Man’s attack, with both Courtney Durkey and Matilda Jacka working hard. Abbie O’Brien 

responded to make great contest.  Last quarter, saw Min Man’s Georgia Gosse power on and was a 

dominant player all game. Min Man too strong and won by 19 goals. 

 

C1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 26 v Min Man 35 

Min Man were strong from the first whistle with their goalies Tayla Quick and Lara Smith being 

accurate with their goals. This progressed throughout the game as their mid court provided lots of 

opportunities with turnovers over the whole court. Saints’ defence stayed strong with good 

rebounds in the last half, which allowed Saints to bring back the score difference by nine at the end 

of the game. 

 

C2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 17 v Min Man 49 

Min man were a very strong team right from the start, with Samantha Degoumas making great leads 

and strong passes into the goal circle. Saints stayed strong with Kimberley Gates making turnovers 

and the Saints girls having a strong defence throughout the game. 

  

15U 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 50 v Min Man 30 

An evenly contested first quarter. Makaya Sauer and Savanna Laucke shooting accurately for Saints 

as did Charlie Ross and Indy Mitchell.  Turn overs in mid court created opportunities for small leads 

on the score board. Second quarter Saints capitalised on all loose balls, applied pressure in all 

positions and played attacking netball to take an 11-goal lead.  Third quarter Min Man changed 

positions and although the game pace changed, Saints maintained their lead.  Daisy Duncan took 

many intercepts and constantly applied pressure for Min Man defence.  Saints responded in last 

quarter with a settled court, clear leads and worked hard to maintain a strong lead to win by 20 

goals. 

 

J1 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 21 v Min Man 12 

It was a low scoring game at the start, with the Saints up 3 to 0 at the end of the first quarter.  Min 

Man made some changes at quarter time putting Asha Scott into GS and bringing Chloe Ackland on 

into GK which turned the game around and Min Man were up by 2 at half time.  Saints made 

changes at half time with Zoe Neal and Jaz Williams combining well in goals.  Demi Mosey and 

Charlotte Nietschke got their hands to the ball, minimizing Min Man’s chances in the ring.  Leni 

Geister for Saints played a dominating role in the centre helping the team in attack and stopping 

many balls in defence. 

 

 

 

 

 



J2 

Result: Eudunda Robertstown 1 v Min Man 37 

Min Man had a strong lead to the game from the first quarter.  There was amazing defence from Min 

Man’s Chloe Ackland, which made it difficult for the Saint’s to keep the ball.  While the Saint’s tried 

their best, the game ended with a final score of 37-1 Min Man’s way. 

  

J3 

An even start saw no goals scored in the first quarter. Great leading by Min Man’s Maeve Allen saw 

the first goal scored in the second quarter. Some great rebounding and intercepts from Claudia 

Dutschke gave Eudunda Robertstown a few chances but they unfortunately couldn’t score from 

them. An evenly played match, well done everyone. 

  

J4 

No Game 

 

J5 

A huge improvement by both teams since round one. Saints had fantastic defensive pressure 

creating lots of turn overs in the first quarter. Min Man made great movement in the goal rings and 

strong leads down the court. Saints applied defensive pressure making it difficult for Min Man to find 

the space, creating intercepts. Min Man shot accurately to finish the game strong. 

 

 

Match between: RSMU v BBH 

 

A1 

Result: RSMU 65 v BBH 38 

A tight first quarter with both sides applying fantastic defensive pressure down the court. 

RSMU came out firing in the second quarter dominating over the court pushing the lead to 22 goals. 

The second half saw BBH step up the intensity winning the third quarter with great intercepts from 

Amelia Rasheed in WD and Ellie Clark in C from BBH. RSMU’s circle defence Mickaela Stoll in GD and 

Simone Miller in GK were on fire all game getting hands to many balls, giving RSMU the opportunity 

to continue their strong lead to the end. 

 

A2 

Result: RSMU 53 v BBH 32 

Both teams came out strong in the first quarter going goal for goal in the first ten minutes. RSMU 

found their groove and with strong full court pressure transitioning into the goal circle. BBH started 

the second quarter applying strong defensive pressure and rebounding by Amelia Squire (GD) and 

Kirsty Glacken (GK). RSMU stepped up their game with impressive intercepts by Rachael McInerney 

(GK) and quick ball movement out of defence by Baillie Trenwith (WD) and Jasmin Connell (GD). 

RSMU’s mid court players Kelsey Noll (WA) and Hannah Connell (C) worked well around the ring 

together feeding into the goal circle. Both teams made positional changes at half time but it was 

RSMU who proved to be the stronger side with Lucy Connell (GA) and Zoe Hier (GS) moving well 

finishing off with strong shooting. RSMU played a consistent full court game and came away with a 

21 goal win. 

 

 

 



B1 

Result: RSMU 55 v BBH 22 

A full four quarter team effort by the RSMU girls saw them record an important win in the context of 

the competition and the premiership race. RSMU by no means had it all their own way with Sam 

Quinn and Kelly Devine in the defensive circle making the Hawks shooters work for everything they 

got. RSMU’s centre court lead by Emily Behn WD and Hannah Burns WD opened the court up setting 

up many plays into the attack line. BBH worked tirelessly throughout swinging changes at each break 

but in the end, it was the consistency and solid ball work that saw RSMU record the win.  

 

B2 

Result: RSMU 73 v BBH 38 

RSMU played an almost faultless first quarter and took an early lead. RSMU moved the ball down the 

court smoothly. BBH’s goalies were very accurate and moved around the circle well. There were lots 

of turn overs for both sides in the centre court. BBH fought back in the last quarter, but it was too 

late.  Good clean competition for both teams and game played in good spirit.  

 

C1 

Result: RSMU 51 v BBH 35 

A slow start to the game saw RSMU leading by seven at quarter time. BBH came out strongly in the 

second quarter and clawed back a few goals. RSMU settled in the second half of the quarter to draw 

away again. Great shooting by RSMU’s Molly Goodfellow and Lucy Smith in the third quarter saw 

RSMU lead by sixteen at three quarter time.  Some great defence by BBH’s Meg Malachya contained 

RSMU in the final quarter but they held out for a solid win.  

 

C2 

Result: RSMU 32 v BBH 29 

In an extremely high-quality game RSMU defeated the previously unbeaten BBH to cement their 

place in the top four. BBH jumped out of the blocks to lead by six at half time, Sienna Stockman 

dominating the defensive circle for BBH to quell the dominant RSMU centre court. Both coaches 

swung the changes at half time as RSMU went on a scoring spree to turn for home four goals up. The 

last quarter saw desperate play from both sides but led by Danielle Bailey and Amanda Vandeleur 

RSMU hung on for a gritty three goal victory. 

 

15U 

Result: RSMU 40 v BBH 24 

A fast start to the game with BBH scoring in a tight first quarter, RSMU defence Mia Parkinson was 

tight over the ball giving RSMU’s Leighla Brown intercepts a plenty.  Second half saw BBH with a few 

changes and their mid court pressure made RSMU force a few errors. Anna Schuppan shot well for 

BBH, with Jess Haydon BBH feeding well into their goals. RSMU pulled away with a great team win! 

 

J1 

No Game 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J2 

Result: RSMU 19 v BBH 12 

A closely contested start to the game with solid skills on display saw an even score of five all at the 

first break. BBH’s Lily Hancock provided plenty of drive through the centre in the first half giving her 

goalies opportunities to convert. RSMU put the foot down in the second half with Tameka 

Saunderson reading the play well resulting in several intercepts in GD helping her team finish with a 

7 goal win.  

 

J3 

Spectators were shown a fantastic display of our netball today. BBH were fast moving down the 

court with BBH’s Pippa Benson in centre giving the goalies plenty of opportunities. Both coaches at 

half time swung huge changes which really turned the game. RSMU’s Elise Bastin made a big impact 

in BBH’s attacking end which really brought the game back close. Ending with a brilliant display of 

sportsman ship from our young future stars.  

 

J4  

An evenly contested game. Great passages of play from RSMU’s Phoebe Rowett (GA). Strong one on 

one defence from BBH’s Lucy Quinn (GD). A game full of learning and developing their netball skills.  

 

J5  

RSMU came out firing with great passing and intercepting. Goalies Grayce Kellman and Eloise Leslie 

shared the ball around and each shot multiple goals with lots of excitement. BBH made changes to 

their defence line up and Sienna Thamn made many turnovers for her goalies Harriet Tiver and 

Mayah Opperman. Riley Przibillia used her composure to make educated decisions with her passing.  

 

 

Match between: South Clare v BSR 

 

A1 

Result: South Clare 37 v BSR 45 

A very fast paced first half of netball with BSR displaying great centre court pressure and drive from 

Bec Moyne along with accurate shooting from both BRS goalies. South Clare stepped up in the third 

adding to the pressure of the game with great defensive pressure in the goal ring by South Clare 

defenders Hailey Greenhill and Meg Rasheed, giving South Clare plenty of opportunities to stay in 

the game. BSR pulled away late in the last quarter to come away with the win by eight. 

A2 

Result: South Clare 34 v BSR 46 

BSR started well and were able to capitalise on errors to score the first three goals. Sally Penny 

turned over numerous balls to give South Clare the chance to settle and level the score by quarter 

time. BSR upped the intensity and increased the lead by seven going into half time. Molly Duffy was 

strong for BSR through the midcourt, providing them with opportunities to further increase the lead 

by three quarter time. South Clare worked hard but were unable to get back into the game. 

 

 

 

 

 



B1 

Result: South Clare 35 v BSR 34 

South Clare started strongly, led by Lucy Malycha and Lowanna Heaslip in the mid court giving 

Souths a ten goal lead at the first break.  BSR then fought their way back into the game with mid 

court pressure from Nakita Morgan and only a three goal lead for Souths at half time.  Accurate 

shooting from Natasha Harper and Isabella Ward saw an even game at the third quarter.  South 

Clare however, regained composure fighting hard in the final quarter and taking the game by a one 

goal lead.  Great game by all. 

 

B2 

Result: South Clare 39 v BSR 49 

BSR came out strong in the first quarter with accurate shooting by Zara Hicks and Holly Weckert 

seeing them take a commanding lead. BSR’s patient feeding into the circle saw them increase their 

lead into half time. South Clare came out firing in the third quarter, capitalising on turnovers and 

strong feeding by Ella Hall into the ring. Chloe Stanway and Amber Harris made the most of their 

opportunities to have South Clare close to within five goals at three quarter time. BSR dug deep in 

the last quarter to come away with a ten goal win. 

 

C1 

Result: South Clare 30 v BSR 25 

What a competitive game, BSR and South Clare had such a great start and at half time it was goal for 

goal. Great shooting by Amy Basham and brilliant floating through the mid court by Sarah Pilkington. 

Souths defenders, Zoe Griffin and Rhiana Laughton, read the ball terrifically securing fantastic turn 

overs with South Clare’s Abbey Davies converting them into goals. Great game to both teams. 

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: South Clare 31 v BSR 38 

South Clare started strong, scoring the first three goals of the game and looking the better side in 

the opening minutes until Alice Wheaton for BSR created a few excellent turnovers on the centre 

pass and allowed her team to gain the momentum. BSR finished the quarter three goals ahead 

before South Clare again came out strong in the second quarter with Immy Hennessy and Immy 

Nitschke creating many opportunities. Scores were tied at half time before BSR played an 

outstanding third quarter with Lucy Trengove applying excellent pressure and creating numerous 

turnovers and Jasmine Ross and Brooke Witcombe finishing confidently. South Clare played a very 

strong final quarter with Mackenzie Victor making outstanding position and Chelsea Nicholls turning 

the ball over through the midcourt. BSR were controlled under pressure and won a tightly contested 

game. 

 

J1 

Result: South Clare 36 v BSR 6 

Ashlee Wilson controlled the game in wing defence with strong control of the game and feeding to 

the attackers. Scarlett Sims provided strong drive in wing attack feeding well into the goals. BSR 

played a controlled game and turned over multiple of South Clare’s rebounds. South Clare however 

played a strong well composed game to take home a win.  



J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

A strong start by BSR with Sophie Weckert providing tight defence and drive down the court. Second 

half saw South Clare fight back with great defensive pressure by Sierra Esquivel and Regan Smith. 

Accurate shooting by Paige Jones (BSR) throughout the game. Competitive match by both teams. 

 

J4 

A great competitive game of netball by some talented little players. South Clare’s Tess Chapman and 

Sophia Liebelt-Seymon had a great start in defence while Isabella Thomas provided great drive for 

BSR. BSR’s Violet Lange and Souths Amali Murphy had a great tussle through the centre. Sammi 

McCarthy shot beautifully. Well done on a great game by all players.   

 

J5 

A strong start from South Clare with accurate shooting. Maya Beart-McKay (BSR) and Clara Ottens 

(SC) provided great support for their teams in the mid court. Strong intercepts from Zara Lally (SC) 

throughout the game. Great movement from Elsie Weckert in the goal circle provided BSR with goals 

in the second half. Well done to all players! 

 

 


